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1. Coal
Rio exits coal industry in $4B worth of deals
Rio Tinto Group has agreed to several deals worth over $4 billion
to sell all of its remaining coal assets, with a $1.7 billion cash sale
of coal assets to Glencore plc, and a $2.25 billion deal for its final
Australian coal asset, the Kestrel Operation, to EMR Capital and
PT Adaro Energy. These sales were made despite some analysts
projecting a bit of a ‘renaissance’ in the global coal industry, with
coal prices enjoying their best run since 2012 out of Australia’s
Newcastle Port. The moves leave Rio Tinto increasingly dependent
on iron-ore.
Bloomberg on Mar 27, 2018

Benesch is an Am Law 200 firm with attorneys who are
known for providing highly sophisticated legal services to
national and international clients. And their award-winning
Marketing Team is equally recognized for providing superior,
creative marketing and business development services to
their ever-growing base of attorneys.
Value of Content Marketing:
Content marketing and thought leadership programs provide
a strong avenue to gaining credibility and visibility, but they
can also tax the resources of marketing teams. Benesch’s
Marketing Team recognized this and looked to Manzama’s
Intelligence Team for help!
Finding the Right Partner:
Benesch places great value in building relationships with
their outside partners, so much so that they have built a
“Benesch +” Program, which includes key partners who
they see as an extension to their Marketing Team. As a
part of the Benesch+ Team, Manzama partners with the firm
to understand their key practices and industries, as well as
firm strategies and initiatives to provide effective services.

www.beneschlaw.com

75% of B2B Marketers say their Content
Marketing Programs increased audience
engagement, and 72% say their
programs increased leads.
~ According to Content Marketing Institute’s “2017
Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends—North America” Survey

Benesch initially worked with Manzama to roll-out current awareness dashboards and daily, personalized email alerts to their
attorneys, and when they began reviewing their Content Marketing Program and resources, they again looked to Manzama.
Finding the right outside partner is critical to achieving ROI with content marketing. Following are three things to consider
when selecting an outside partner:
1. Analyst: Find out who you will be working with throughout the relationship. Will you have a consistent person?
What is their level of experience? How easy will it be to reach them?
2. Process: Find out about their process for learning about your goals, key areas of reports, etc. Will they conduct
reference interviews with you and key stakeholders? Will they do background research? What tools do they have
to ensure they are finding key insights?
3. Results: As you work with the analyst, will they iterate on their processes to best fit with your needs? Will they
accommodate a reasonable level of changes to the report scope, without additional charges?
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1. Access and Assisted Living
Senior housing occupancy levels could stabilize in 2018
According to a new report from investment bank and advisory company
Lancaster Pollard, the downward trend in senior living occupancy from 2017
could be set to stabilize this year, with growth in occupancy set to start
towards the end of 2018 or early 2019, thanks to continuing strength in the
US economy and a slowdown in the number of new units being opened up
within the primary and secondary markets.
Senior Housing News on Mar 27, 2018
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People with depression or anxiety finding it harder to get into better
nursing homes

1. General
Family Offices Flourish Around the World
In some sense, family offices have always been around. They were present
back in medieval times in England and hundreds of years ago during major
dynasties in China—it was just the entrepreneurial industrial “barons” in the
United States who publicized and marketed the category named “family
office.” Here’s a run-down of what’s going on in select countries.
Wealth Management - Dec. 13, 2017

Opalesque Roundtable: How family offices and hedge fund managers
are forging closer ties
Family offices are seeking dedicated access to investment strategies or
technologies that are not normally available to them. By entering close
partnerships with skilled independent investment managers, family offices
are increasingly able to access a diverse range of proprietary trading and
investment talent while allowing those outsourced managers to focus on
what they are good at.
continued on next page

A study into the admissions of high-quality nursing homes
across the US between 2012 and 2014 has suggested that
people with common and treatable mental health problems,
such as depression or anxiety, were 8% less likely to be
admitted into higher rated Medicare nursing homes than those
without them. The study also found that people with more
severe mental health issues found it even harder to be
admitted: bipolar sufferers were 11%
less likely to be admitted; people with
schizophrenia 28% less likely; anyone
with a substance abuse problem 27%
less likely; and those with personality
disorders as much as 32% less likely to
be admitted to the higher rated nursing
homes across the US.

Custom Reports Prepared for Benesch
Manzama’s Intelligence Team (MIS) monitors and creates quarterly, custom reports covering four key areas for Benesch:
Family Offices, Energy, Healthcare, and Dental Services Organizations. The MIS team has provided a level of cost-effectiveness
that has allowed Benesch to expand their reach across additional industries.
Reuters Health News on Mar 23, 2018

continued on next page
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“The MIS Team provides excellent content through custom reports.
We continue to grow our thought leadership program without increasing
the amount of time it takes. Manzama’s Intelligence Team provides an easy fix!”
- Julie Gurney, Director of Marketing and Communications - Benesch
And, it didn’t take long for Benesch to start seeing ROI on the reports. For instance, after Benesch circulated the first
Family Offices Newsletter through their social media channels, one of their lawyers received a call based on something
the prospect had read in the report.
Contact kristie@manzama.com to learn more about how Manzama Intelligence Services can help you grow your Content
Marketing Program, without adding to your workload!

“We are seeing a lot of value for a very fair price.”
- Julie Gurney
About Manzama
Since 2010, Manzama has been the leading provider of current awareness and market intelligence to professional service
organizations around the globe. With intuitive search and sharing tools, user-friendly implementation, and integrations
into numerous best-in-class third party platforms, the Manzama Base and Manzama Insight platforms automate the
process of finding and sharing critical business insights. Using sophisticated search algorithms and cutting-edge machine
learning techniques, Manzama delivers highly customized news and information that helps teams better serve their
clients, make informed business decisions, and support knowledge and business development initiatives.
About Manzama Intelligence Services
Using Manzama’s rich content discovery platform, the mission of the Manzama Intelligence Services team is to leverage
powerful tools that uncover key insights to enhance organization’s business initiatives and relationships. From Corporate
Counsel and C-level job movement to key developments and insights within specific geographical regions, Manzama
Intelligence Services delivers weekly, monthly or on-demand, handcrafted reports to provide organizations with
high-value information on companies, practice areas, industries and topics of their choosing.
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